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Introduction

Model framework

The morphology of second phases formed during the solidification of alloys is
irregular in many alloy systems leading to the challenge to accurately simulate
their dissolved evolution via the developed dissolution models, in which the
geometry of the irregular phases is simplified with a single size regular shape
and does not reflect the real microstructure or respect the competing physical
processes such as self-coarsening. In this work, a novel multi-particles
dissolution model was developed to simulate the dissolution of such irregular
second phase and took the as-cast Cu-Ti alloy as a case study.

As-cast Cu-3.1Ti microstructure

The dissolution of irregular Cu4Ti phase was simulated using the proposed
dissolution model via a data-driven methodology integrating the CALPHAD
diffusion tool-DICTRA, JMAK method and high-throughput screening.

Model setup

High-throughput screening
Screening result

 The volumetric evolution of single particle Cu4Ti phase dissolution via DICTRA
 The JMAK equation is used to consider the interaction among adjacent particles
 The high-throughput screening is used to get final hypothetical replaced distribution
 This determined multi-particle model with the initial log-normal distribution could be assumed
to simulate the dissolved processing of the real as-cast Cu4Ti phase

Model extrapolated calculation

Results

Different heating rates

Activation energy

 The calculation results show an excellent agreement with the experimental results

 The dissolved volumetric evolution of Cu4Ti phase at various heating rates

 A counterintuitive self-coarsening phenomenon of Cu4Ti phase has been observed
during heating in a range of temperature (500 ºC-750 ºC)

 The activation energy under different transformed volume fraction

Conclusions

 A new multi-particle dissolution model is developed via CALPHAD-based diffusion theory, JMAK method and high-throughput screening
 The model with the initial particle size distribution could predict the volumetric and energetic evolution of irregular Cu4Ti phase
 The proposed dissolution model can also predict the self-coarsening phenomenon of second phase during dissolution
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